In this paper, a multiple optimization system using genetic algorithms is proposed. Using this system, plural objectives with mutually differing evaluation criteria can co-evolve and co-exist according to given overall conditions. Three case study simulations are performed in which three architectural spaces are formed using a cellular automata model and the L-system within a building site under the following conditions: internal conditions--stability, density, aspect ratio, and natural lighting; and external conditions--building coverage and floor area ratio. For these case studies, results showed that these three architectural spaces can co-evolve and co-exist autonomously, adapting to external site conditions using the proposed multiple optimization system.
Introduction
In the field of architecture and urban planning, development of autonomous morphogenetic systems on formation of buildings and urban areas are required in accordance with human nature and natural environment based on the life and social activities of residents. For this study, a prototype system of autonomous morphogenetic systems of plural architectural forms is developed based on Fuzzy theory (1) and Genetic Algorithms (GAs) (2) . The possibilities related to development of autonomous morphogenetic systems based on those intelligent systems are discussed. The authors have reported several studies of autonomous morphogenetic systems on optimal formations of frame structures and three-dimensional architectural forms using intelligent systems such as Fuzzy theory and GAs (3, 4) . In those studies, cellular automata (5) and the L-system (6) were employed as autonomous morphogenetic systems. The generated forms were evaluated using evaluation functions described with fuzzy membership functions. Based on values of evaluation functions, genetic operations such as selection, crossover, and mutation were carried out, and optimal forms were obtained using GAs. However, many buildings exist in urban areas; each building is considered to be affected by others. Therefore, to develop effective autonomous morphogenetic systems in urban areas, interactions among buildings must be considered. To take account of these features, it is necessary to use a co-evolution system. Regarding such co-evolution systems, a study of 0-1 programming is performed using GAs (7) , and research of facility location is performed using GAs (8) .
In this study, a co-evolution system for plural three-dimensional architectural forms is developed based on intelligent systems. To develop a co-evolution system, a multiple optimization system is proposed using genetic algorithms. Using this system, plural objectives with mutually differing evaluation criteria can co-evolve and co-exist according to given total conditions. Case studies are carried out and the effectiveness of the proposed co-evolution system is discussed and clarified.
Co-evolutionary and co-existent system
Outline of co-evolutionary and co-existent system Figure 1 shows a general flowchart of the co-evolutionary and co-existent system proposed in this study. In this flowchart, m units of formation systems on architectural spaces are included in the whole system. Each formation system has plural evaluation indexes and optimizes architectural spaces according to those. In this system, the number of evaluation indexes in each formation system is the same and is assumed as n. However, forms of evaluation functions are mutually independent. Additionally, evaluation functions of formation systems are evaluated using evaluation functions on co-evolutionary and co-existent systems. In this study, a co-evolutionary and co-existent system is developed through multiple optimization using GAs. Co-evolutionary and co-existent formation of architectural forms Based on the outline described in the preceding section, a co-evolutionary and co-existent formation of architectural forms is developed according to the flowchart presented in Fig. 2 . In this system, a site for architectural forms is set in three-dimensional space and is considered as an area in which co-evolution of optimal architectural forms is performed. First, three (=m in Fig. 1 ) architectural shapes, which have optimal forms evaluated by four independent evaluation functions, are set in the site. Secondly, the three architectural forms are evaluated using two evaluation functions for co-evolutionary and co-existent system and evolved with GAs. Consequently, co-evolved architectural forms are obtained. 
First generation of genotypes
First individuals as genotypes are generated using a random generation function. Each genotype has information related to evaluation functions used in three optimizations of architectural forms. In these optimizations, three forms are evaluated using three evaluation functions each. Therefore, an individual of a genotype has nine data at its genetic loci. In this study, architectural forms are generated in three-dimensions. Figure 4 shows the Moore neighborhood based on cubic cells. A three-dimensional Moore neighborhood is defined with respect to a central cell; it has three layers. Each neighbor on three layers is numbered as portrayed in Fig. 4 . The central cell is assumed to be the proliferation cell in the next step. In this system, proliferations of the central cell are performed based on conditions of the six neighboring cells: those above, below, left, right, forward, and back. Equation (1) shows the proliferation rules used here. In Eq. (1), sequences of 0 and 1 are related to quantities of neighbors as portrayed in Fig. 4 , and digits '1' and '0' mean that a neighbor cell exists or does not exist. Six neighborhoods surround the central cell and a neighborhood can get two different conditions: 1 or 0. Therefore, there are 2 6 =64 different surrounding conditions to the central cell. These conditions are related to the proliferation direction Di (i=1, 2, ..., 64) of the central cell. In fact, Di can yield six values, as presented in Fig. 5(a) . Additionally, if a cell exists in a direction of proliferation, the proliferation cell proliferates the first blank point, as portrayed in Fig. 5(b) . Regarding formation of architectural forms, a cell is allocated first; the next proliferation is performed according to the rules described in Eq. (1) . The proliferation cell is the new cell, which proliferated last. This method is based on a plant-growth model in an L-system. In this way, an architectural shape is formed through proliferation. Figure 6 portrays an example of a proliferation of cells based on certain proliferation rules. 
Optimization of architectural space
The following four criteria are used in this system to evaluate architectural forms as gathering cubic cells, which are results of proliferation of cells.
Evaluation 1.a, natural lighting
From the standpoint of natural lighting, the number of disclosed surfaces of a cell in its Neumann neighborhood is evaluated as portrayed in Fig. 7 . The final fitness of evaluation 1.a is calculated as the average of the sum of each cell's fitness. Configurations of the evaluation functions are triangle membership functions, as portrayed in Fig. 7 ; the positions of apexes of triangles are determined in accordance with number (i.e.; 0, 1, …, 16). The fitness of natural lighting is determined as µ 1a . The right panel in Fig. 8 shows a circumscribed rectangular solid to an architectural form. The ratio of a volume of architectural forms to the rectangular solid is evaluated from the perspective of density. In this evaluation, as with evaluation 1.a, the positions of apexes of triangles are determined in accordance with the number (0, 1,…, 15). The fitness of density is determined as µ 1b . 
Evaluation 1.c, minimum aspect ratio
Minimal aspect ratio (i.e., minimal ratio of each side to others of the rectangular solid) is evaluated by membership functions, as shown in Fig. 9 to reflect the proportions of architectural forms. In this evaluation, the positions of apexes of triangles are similarly determined in accordance with numbers (0, 1, …, 16). The fitness of density is determined as µ 1c . 
Evaluation 1.d, stability
The center of gravity of the architectural form is evaluated using a membership function, as presented in Fig. 10 , to consider the stability of architectural forms. The smaller the distance from the center of gravity to the center of the architectural area on the ground, the higher the fitness of evaluation 1.d is. If the center of gravity is out of the end of the architectural area on the ground, the fitness of evaluation 1.d is 0 because the architectural space might turn over. The fitness of stability is determined as µ 1d . 1.a, 1.b, 1.c, and 1.d The four kinds of fitness described above can be calculated. The arithmetic average value of these fitness values is used as a total fitness of the architectural space, as shown in Eq. (2). 
Co-evolutionary and co-existent system
Using the process described above, three architectural forms are evaluated and optimal forms are obtained by GAs. Additionally, in the co-evolutionary and co-existent system, these optimal forms and their evaluation functions are evaluated from the viewpoint of building a coverage and plot ratio, and are optimized by GAs. Figure 12 shows a genotype for the co-evolution and co-existent system. This genotype has information related to evaluation functions used in optimizations of architectural forms, as presented in Fig. 12 . The quantities of functions are determined as decimal numbers; a genotype has nine loci. 
Placement of architectural spaces to a site

Configuration of genotype
Evaluation 2.a, building coverage
In this system, the site area is 400 (=20 × 20) as presented in Fig. 11 . The building coverage is the sum of architectural forms' area. Figure 13 shows a membership function for building coverage, and C opt is a target value of this evaluation determined by users. The fitness of building coverage is determined as µ 2a . 
Evaluation 2.b, plot ratio
In this system, the total floor space is obtained as the sum of the number of proliferations. Figure 14 shows a membership function for the plot ratio; P opt is a target value of this evaluation determined by users. The fitness of plot ratio is determined as µ 2b . Two kinds of fitness are calculable using the method described above. The arithmetic average value of these fitness values is used as the total fitness of the co-evolutionary and co-existent system, as shown in Eq. (3). Figure 2 shows that genotypes presented in Fig. 12 are generated first. Secondly, optimizations of architectural forms 1, 2, and 3 are performed according to membership functions determined by the genotypes; three optimal architectural forms are obtained. Furthermore, these forms are evaluated by Eval2, as defined in Eq. (3), and co-evolved architectural forms and their membership functions are obtained as a result of optimization by GAs with genetic operations, i.e., selection, crossover, mutation and so on. In this study, through iteration of the process described above, architectural forms and membership functions are evolved and the co-evolutionary and co-existent system are performed.
Genetic operations
Simulations and Results
In this system, simple genetic algorithms are used as an optimization method. Configurations of GAs in the case of an optimization system for architectural space and co-evolutionary and co-existent system are described below. Table 1 shows the targets of building coverage and plot ratio applied in case studies 1, 2, and 3. Figures 15-17 show results of co-evolutionary and co-existent systems. In these figures, the green architectural form numbered 1 is allocated first; the yellow one is allocated second; the blue one is third. Table 2 shows parameters obtained in simulations of case studies 1, 2, and 3. From results of case studies 1, 2, and 3, the minimum fitness is calculated as 0.92 in case 3. In these case studies, maximal fitness is equal to 1. Therefore, these results show that optimizations can be performed appropriately and the effectiveness of the optimization method by GAs is verified. These case studies present the possibility that optimal forms are restricted because the number of each space's proliferations is limited to 100-300. Notwithstanding, it is noticeable that architectural spaces whose fitness is 1.0 are obtained in Case 1.
Configuration of optimization
Discussion
In case 1, the optimization by GAs is well functioning. Regarding forms of optimal architectural forms, form 1 and form 2 are contiguous, but form 3 is distant from others. From this result, co-existence and compartmentalization of various architectural forms in the same site can be performed in this system.
Results of Case 2 differ from those of Case 1 because the target of building coverage decreases from 30% to 20%. Overall quantities of proliferation of cells are observed to decrease and the open space of the site is increased. Consequently, architectural forms that adapt to the change of target of building coverage can also be performed.
Results of Case 3 differ from those of Case 1 because the target of plot ratio decreases from 150% to 100%. Consequently, quantities of proliferation are decreased and small architectural forms are obtained, as presented in Fig. 17 .
Conclusion
In this study, a multiple optimization system that can simulate plural individuals' co-evolution using GAs was proposed. In this system, three architectural forms, which are individually evaluated from the perspectives of natural lighting, density, aspect ratio, and stability (inner evaluation) can co-evolve and co-exist under a constrained environment such as those of building coverage and floor area ratios (outer evaluation). During the process of co-evolution, membership functions for inner evaluations were evaluated using outer evaluations and evolve individually and autonomously. The effectiveness of the proposed system was verified using results of simulations.
Simulation results show that basic phenomena of autonomous co-evolution and co-existence of plural architectural forms can be simulated using the proposed system based on Fuzzy theory and Genetic Algorithms. The effectiveness of the proposed system was clarified. However, from the viewpoint of architectural planning and urban planning, settings of evaluation functions are rough in the proposed system. Therefore, it is necessary to use more realistic and accurate evaluation functions to apply this system to actual urban problems.
